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The Ideology of Genre 2002
in a series of comparative essays on a range of texts embracing both high and popular
culture from the early modern era to the contemporary period the ideology of genre
counters both formalists and advocates of the death of genre arguing instead for the
inevitability of genre as discursive mediation at the same time beebee demonstrates that
genres are inherently unstable because they are produced intertextually by a system of
differences without positive terms in short genre is the way texts get used to deny that
genres exist is to deny in a sense the possibility of reading if genres exist on the other
hand then they exist not as essences but as differences and thus those places within and
between texts where genres collide reveal the connections between generic status
interpretive strategy ideology and the use value of language

The Rhetoric and Ideology of Genre 2014-07-14
this book takes up issues of current concern in composition studies sociolinguistics and esl
issues concerning academic literacy critical literacy expressive versus cognitive
approaches to the teaching of writing and the like it does so in a practical experiential way
drawing on events in classrooms in universities in south africa and the united states the
contrast between the south african context and the american as well as their surprising
parallels highlight certain questions concerning the teaching of literacy in a dramatic way
so that theory and practice are brought together in contrast to writing programs that
follow a textbook or a planned sequence of study the authors describe a narrative
pedagogy that encourages students to find a direction and choose activities suggested by
their own concerns and ongoing lives publisher

Travels of a Genre 2019-07-25
if the modern western novel is linked to the rise of a literate bourgeoisie with particular
social values and narrative expectations to what extent can that history of the novel be
anticipated in non western contexts in this bold insightful work mary layoun investigates
the development of literary practice in the greek arabic and japanese cultures which
initially considered the novel a foreign genre a cultural accoutrement of western influence
offering a textual and contextual analysis of six novels representing early twentieth
century and contemporary literary fiction in these cultures layoun illuminates the
networks of power in which genre migration and its interpretations have been implicated
she also examines the social and cultural practice of constructing and maintaining
narratives not only within books but outside of them as well in each of the three cultural
traditions the literary debates surrounding the adoption and adaption of the modern novel
focus on problematic formulations of the modern versus the traditional the western and
foreign versus the indigenous and notions of the modern bourgeois subject versus the
precapitalist or precolonial subject layoun textually situates and analyzes these
formulations in the early twentieth century novels of alexandros papadiamandis greece
yahya haqqi egypt and natsume soseki japan and in the contemporary novels of dimitris
hatzis greece ghassan kanafani palestine and oe kenzaburo japan originally published in
1990 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again
make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton
legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
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thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Film Genre 1992
this is a concise evaluation of film genre discussing genre theory and sample analyses of
the western science fiction the musical horror comedy and the thriller it introduces the
topic in an accessible way and includes sections on the principles of studying and
understanding the idea of genre genre and popular culture the narrative and stylistic
conventions of specific genres the relations of genres to culture and history race gender
sexuality class and national identity and the complex relations between genre and
authorship case studies include 42nd street pennies from heaven red river all that heaven
allows night of the living dead die hard little big man blue steel and posse

Like a Knife 2014-07-18
the first comprehensive study of chinese popular music in a western language drawing on
extensive interviews with singers songwriters and critics as well as cultural sociological
musical and textual analysis the book portrays the disparate ways in which china s state
run popular music industry and burgeoning underground rock music subculture
represented by cui jian have been instrumental to the cultural and political struggles that
culminated in the tienanmen democracy movement of 1989 it also examines the links
between popular music and contemporary debates about cultural identity and
modernization as well as the close connections between rock music youth culture and
student protest

Notional Identities 2009-01-14
notional identities takes up the challenge of engaging with the popular genres of
speculative fiction and crime fiction by scottish authors from the mid 1970s until the
beginning of the twenty first century examining a variety of significant novels from across
the decades in the light of wider considerations of ideology genre and national identity the
book investigates the extent to which the national political and cultural climate of this
tumultuous era informed the narrative form and social commentary of such works and
considers the manner in which and the extent to which a specific and identifiably scottish
response to these ideological matters can be identified in popular prose fiction during the
period under discussion although scottish literary fiction of recent decades has been
studied in considerable depth scottish popular genre literature has received markedly less
critical scrutiny in comparison notional identities aims to help in redressing this balance
examining popular scottish texts of the stated period in order to reflect upon whether a
significant relationship can be discerned between genre fiction and the mainstream of
scottish literary writing and to consider the characteristics of the literary connections
which exist between these different modes of writing

Ideological Stylistics and Fictional Discourse
1991-11-30
this book focuses on ideology and its function in fictional discourse exploring the link
between textual ideologies and real ideologies in text production environments it attempts
this through a specific focus on the social and linguistic elements that control the
presence the use and the presentation of ideology and also the way in which linguistic
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elements are controlled and manipulated by the collective consciousness of the text
producer this correlation between fictional discourse and ideology is revealed through a
series of chapters that cover four closely interrelated areas focusing specifically on
malaysian and singaporean fiction firstly the positioning of malaysian and singaporean
literatures in english as individual literary traditions this is to counter the non recognition
of malaysian and singaporean literatures as individual traditions in spite of five decades of
independence secondly establishing a contextual socio cultural and political framework as
a basis for discussion on real ideology arguing that malaysian and singaporean writers
have moved beyond the anti western nationalistic stage and on to more personal and
communal concerns such as race relations identity and a sense of belonging thirdly
rationalising the social structures of ideology that are likely to be found in the malaysian
and singaporean social milieus especially location and text specific social variables of
ideology lastly it seeks to reveal a linguistic oriented approach for the study of textual
ideologies and for linking textual ideologies to ideologies in the overall text production
environment the book ultimately shows the significant possibilities of systematic links
between textual ideology and the real ideology in the text production environment through
what can best be termed as ideological stylistics in doing so it aims to contribute
significantly to studies of ideology in general and more specifically on ideology on
malaysian and singaporean literatures in english

Identity and Ideology 2018
the bourgeois drama of serious genre was one of the major innovative literary forms of the
french enlightenment but it has been largely excluded from the canon today in a study
drawing on contemporary and 18th century literary theory and philosophy social history
and history of the theatre hayes presents a reading of the dramas of diderot and sade and
argues for a new understanding of the genre as a whole a disparate group as they were
the drame s practitioners share a new approach to personal identity as relational and
derived from the workings of the social network a notion of gr

Ideology, Genre, Auteur 2020-11-17
the fantastic represents a wide and heterogeneous field in literary cultural and media
studies encompassing some of the field s foremost voices such as fred botting and larissa
lai as well as exciting new perspectives by junior scholars this volumes offers a mosaic of
the fantastic now the contributions pinpoint and discuss current developments in theory
and practice by offering enlightening snapshots of the contemporary anglophone
landscape of research in the fantastic the authors arguments and analyses thus give new
impetus to the field s theoretical and methodological approaches its textual materials its
main interests and its crucial findings back cover

Exploring the Fantastic 2018-03-15
fredric jameson takes on the allegorical form works do not have meanings they soak up
meanings a work is a machine for libidinal investments including the political kind it is a
process that sorts incommensurabilities and registers contradictions which is not the same
as solving them the inevitable and welcome conflict of interpretations a discursive
ideological struggle therefore needs to be supplemented by an account of this
simultaneous processing of multiple meanings rather than an abandonment to liberal
pluralisms and tolerant or intolerant relativisms this is not a book about method but it
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does propose a dialectic capable of holding together in one breath the heterogeneities that
reflect our biological individualities our submersion in collective history and class struggle
and our alienation to a disembodied new world of information and abstraction eschewing
the arid secularities of philosophy walter benjamin once recommended the alternative of
the rich figurality of an older theology in that spirit we here return to the antiquated
ptolemaic systems of ancient allegory and its multiple levels a proposal first sketched out
in the political unconscious it is tested against the epic complexities of the overtly
allegorical works of dante spenser and the goethe of faust ii as well as symphonic form in
music and the structure of the novel postmodern as well as third world about which a
notorious essay on national allegory is here reprinted with a theoretical commentary and
an allegorical history of emotion is meanwhile rehearsed from its contemporary
geopolitical context

Allegory and Ideology 2024-01-10
marc redfield maintains that the literary genre of the bildungsroman brings into sharp
focus the contradictions of aesthetics and also that aesthetics exemplifies what is called
ideology he combines a wide ranging account of the history and theory of aesthetics with
close readings of novels by goethe george eliot and gustave flaubert for redfield these
fictions of character formation demonstrate the paradoxical relation between aesthetics
and literature the notion of the bildungsroman may be expanded to apply to any text that
can be figured as a subject producing itself in history which is to say any text whatsoever
at the same time the category may be contracted to include only a handful of novels or
even none at all a paradox that has led critics to denigrate the bildungsroman as a
phantom genre

Phantom Formations 2022-09-30
this book sheds light on gender politics and structures of power that can be found in new
media as a single structure that can be found in any game this book brings to the public an
academic dissertation that was written to grant a master s degree to its author it aims to
produce knowledge regarding the modern video game medium by analyzing the narrative
pertaining to one such game to be written a game was played and replayed to its whole
extension and analyzed throughout the game is used as a contemporary example of the
cultural form the dissertation focuses on the narrative structure of the text using the
theoretical work of vladimir propp and the ideas he develops in morphology of folktale
1968 this book argues that the morphology identified by propp as being present in
traditional folk narratives can also be found in a contemporary electronic cultural text it
also identifies and discusses issues regarding character development the relationships
between archetypes and categories the allocation of tasks to the players within the story
as game the characteristics of the temporal development of the narrative the significance
and roles of the main characters and the extent to which gender politics informs the
narrative of this contemporary video game the thing women have yet to learn is nobody
gives you power you just take it roseanne barr

Narrative, Genre and Ideology in Video Games
2019-06-28
european romanticism gave rise to a powerful discourse equating genres to constrictive
rules and forms that great art should transcend and yet without the categories and
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intertextual references we hold in our minds music would be meaningless noise musical
genre and romantic ideology teases out that paradox charting the workings and legacies of
romantic artistic values such as originality and anti commercialism in relation to musical
genre genre s persistent power was amplified by music s inevitably practical social spatial
and institutional frames furthermore starting in the nineteenth century all music even the
most anti commercial was stamped by its relationship to the marketplace entrenching
associations between genres and target publics whether based on ideas of nation gender
class or more subtle aspects of identity these newly strengthened correlations made genre
if anything more potent rather than less despite romantic claims in case studies from
across nineteenth century europe engaging with canonical music by bizet chopin verdi
wagner and brahms alongside representative genres such as opéra comique and the piano
ballade matthew gelbart explores the processes through which composers performers
critics and listeners gave sounds and themselves a sense of belonging he examines genre
vocabulary and discourse the force of generic titles how avant garde music is absorbed
through and into familiar categories and how interpretation can be bolstered or undercut
by genre agreements even in a modern world where transcription and sound recording
can take any music into an infinite array of new spatial and social situations we are still
locked in the romantics ambivalent tussle with genre

Musical Genre and Romantic Ideology 1990
politics and political literature studies have emerged as one of the most dynamic areas of
scrutiny relying on ideological as well as socio political theories politics have contributed
to cultural studies in many ways especially within written texts such as literary works as
few critics have investigated the intersections of politics and literature there is a
tremendous need for material that does just this language power and ideology in political
writing emerging research and opportunities is an essential reference book that focuses
on the use of narrative and writing to communicate political ideologies this publication
explores literature spurring from politics the disadvantages of political or highly
ideological writing writers awareness of the outside world during the composition process
and how they take advantage of political writing featuring a wide range of topics such as
gender politics indigenous literature and censorship this book is ideal for academicians
librarians researchers and students specifically those who study politics international
relations cultural studies women s studies gender studies and political and ideological
studies

Language, Power, and Ideology in Political Writing:
Emerging Research and Opportunities 2009
this title examines how film violence has affected and been affected by governmental
policies box office receipts gender differences changing notions of genre well known
auteurs and broad social trends

Fugitive Genre 2018
the study addresses the following kinds of questions why does genre need ethics why does
ethics need genre how is ethics related to and distinguished from ideology as currently
used in cultural studies how does a generic ethical method come to terms with history and
historical change how is a generic ethical method related to religion does genre reinforce
the concept of the ethical agent this book will therefore have a broad audience including
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scholars whose fields range from the renaissance to the present theorists and
philosophers whose interests include ethics cultural studies and ideologies and
educationists pursuing methods for graduates and undergraduates the autobiographical
introduction serves as the hook as our creative writers say for this audience generically it
is experimental being at once scholarly pedagogical and autobiographical book jacket

Film Violence 2002
political ideologies often informed early twentieth century french novels creating a hybrid
genre that is both realist and didactic the roman thse in this ground breaking and
critically acclaimed work susan suleiman looks beyond the politics of novels by such
authors as malraux mauriac sartre and aragon and examines their shared formal and
generic features although the genre itself is considered antimodern the critical and
interpretive problems it raises are central to an understanding of both realist and
modernist writing the great virtue of suleiman s book is its ability to synthesize a range of
theoretical ideas whether formalist structuralist or reader response in the service of a
clear and compelling critical argument christopher norris the london review of books this
book is certainly one of the best examples of semiotic theory put to use for interpretation
of literature and its relation to culture thas morgan genre

Ideology and Identity 1985
this book brings together key essays on literary filmic and televisual forms of popular
fiction it surveys the main genres of popular fiction and in so doing outlines the debates
and cultural questions which their analysis raises

Genre and Ethics 1993
cultural imperialism and the indo english novel focuses on the novels of r k narayan anita
desai kamala markandaya and salman rushdie and explores the tension in these novels
between ideology and the generic fictive strategies that shape ideology or are shaped by it
fawzia afzal khan raises the important question of how much the usage of certain
ideological strategies actually helps the ex colonized writer deal effectively with
postcolonial and postindependence trauma and whether or not the choice of a particular
genre or mode employed by a writer presupposes the extent to which that writer will be
successful in challenging the ideological strategies of containment perpetuated by most
western orientalist texts and writers she argues that the formal or generic choices of the
four writers studied here reveal that they are using genre as an ideological strategy of
liberation to help free their peoples and cultures from the hegemonic strategies of
containment imposed upon them she concludes that the works studied here constitute an
ideological rebuttal of western writers denigrating containment of non western cultures
she also notes that self criticism as implied in rushdie s works is not be confused with self
hatred a theme found in naipaul s work

The Non-western Novel 1990
why do i like soap operas laura stempel mumford asks and her answer emerges in a
feminist analysis of soap opera that participates in current debates about popular culture
television and ideology she argues that the conventional daytime soap has an implicit and
at times explicit political agenda that cooperates in the teaching of male dominance and
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the related oppressions of racism classism and heterosexism so that they seem inevitable
all my children general hospital another world one life to live days of our lives the young
and the restless a close reading of their texts will also answer some larger questions about
television and its place in the broad landscape of popular culture

Authoritarian Fictions 1993-08-27
music ideology is a response to the question must the practice of music analysis and music
theory always reinscribe the ideology of aesthetic autonomy and if not under what
circumstances does it reinscribe that ideology the responses to these questions should
appeal not only to music and cultural theorists but also to a larger audience engaged in
critical theory these essays serve as an introduction to the broad array of issues arising
from approaches that represent the full spectrum from music theoretical to marxist and
feminist issues such questions are of vital importance and not only to those who are
engaged in establishing a connection among music theory music analysis and aesthetic
ideology music ideology presents today s most interesting critical thinkers in postmodern
theory and music theory introducing an interdisciplinary approach and covering a wide
range of subjects both by implication and explication

Popular Fiction 1995
this volume charts the workings and legacies of romantic artistic values such as originality
and anti commercialism in relation to musical genre in case studies from across
nineteenth century europe author matthew gelbart explores the processes through which
composers performers critics and listeners gave sounds and themselves a sense of
belonging

Cultural Imperialism and the Indo-English Novel 1998
fantasy is often condemned as escapist unsophisticated and superficial this collection of
new essays puts such easy dismissals to the test by examining the ways in which fantasy
narratives present diverse politically relevant discourses gender race religion or
consumerism and thereby serve as indicators of their real world contexts through their
depiction of other worlds allegedly disconnected from our own these texts are able to
actualize political attitudes instead of categorizing fantasy either as conservative or
progressive the essays suggest that its generic peculiarity allows the emergence of
productive forms of oscillation between these extremes covered are j r r tolkien s the lord
of the rings george r r martin s a song of ice and fire sequence j k rowling s harry potter
novels the vampire tv series true blood and the dystopian computer game fallout 3

Love and Ideology in the Afternoon 2022
adopting an interdisciplinary approach this book investigates the style or voice of english
language translations of twentieth century latin american writing including fiction political
speeches and film existing models of stylistic analysis supported at times by computer
assisted analysis are developed to examine a range of works and writers selected for their
literary cultural and ideological importance the style of the different translators is
subjected to a close linguistic investigation within their cultural and ideological framework
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Music/ideology 2014-10-14
when children read fiction they are exposed to the beliefs which inform and structure their
society the books encourage child readers to internalise particular ways of seeing the
world and help shape their development as individuals although this process forms a key
part of their education it remains largely invisible as well as a story fictions impart a
significance to readers often without revealing its presence or ground and therefore have
considerable potential to socialize their audience john stephens analyses this process and
shows how fictions can work to constrain or liberate audience responses he explores
picture books as well as historical realistic and fantastic fictions to show how both a
character within the narrative and the implied reader are positioned within ideology the
author considers areas of ideology not previously examined and offers new perspectives
on realism and fantasy the book will be of interest to linguists and teachers as well as to
the general reader

Musical Genre and Romantic Ideology 2013-05-24
this book examines the ideological affinity that can be established between the classical
bildungsroman and colonialist ideology on the basis of a literary analysis of wilhelm
meisters lehrjahre considered by most critics to be the origin of the genre and great
expectations one of the paradigmatic examples of the development of the bildungsroman
in english literature this ideological affinity is understood as an example of what the
palestinian critic edward said has called a structure of attitude and reference the
convergence of different cultural manifestations that although formally independent
contribute to a common purpose the monograph also undertakes a study of the main
characteristics of the classical bildungsroman from a formal and thematic point of view
and an analysis of the relationship between genre theories and eurocentric discourses

Politics in Fantasy Media 1992
raymond chandler romantic ideology and the cultural politics of chivalry responds to the
general consensus that philip marlowe represents a chivalric knight out of romance the
book argues that this commonplace reading requires a stunningly rosy rewriting of
marlowe knighthood chivalry and romance the book offers a history of the cultural politics
of chivalry from the middle ages through british romanticism to the modern united states
exposing the elitism violent masculinism racism and ethno national othering harbored
within rizzuto also considers the survival of the chivalric ideology after world war i and
argues that the narrative of the great war destroying chivalry rewrites the ghastly history
of warfare touching on chandler throughout these cultural histories the book then directly
confronts the question of knighthood and romance in the marlowe novels rizzuto identifies
an explicit rejection of romance in the service of hardboiled gender class and genre norms
including a seldom remarked pattern of violence against women and sexual assault the
volume concludes by offering some ideas about chandler s motivations and the reception
of the marlowe novels

Style and Ideology in Translation 2024-05-16
what are the pervasive forces for change in the modern world looking back on political
social and economic upheavals of the past two hundred years a casual observer might
conclude that it has been politics alone conversely stunkel and sarsar assert that ideology
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technology and values played equally as crucial roles then as they do now as three of the
most influential ideas in the modern world ideology values and technology are acutely
addresed in this volume in order to clarify what they are and what their significance is for
political life

Language and Ideology in Children's Fiction
2021-12-03
while ideology has been treated widely in cda literature the role played by the interaction
of text and image in multiplying meaning and furthering ideological stances has not so far
received a lot of attention mediating ideology in text and image offers a number of
approaches to such analysis offering students and academics valuable tools for identifying
possible discrepancies between the world and the way it is represented through various
mediational means the authors common aim is one of assisting the audience in reading
between the lines thus offering a variety of approaches that may contribute to a better
understanding of how ideologies possibly work and how they may be denaturalised from
text and image the articles in part i look at rhetorical strategies used in meaning
construction processes unfolding in various kinds of mass media part ii focuses on the re
semiotization of meaning and looks at how analysing the combination of text and image
may contribute to a better understanding of ideological processes brought about by
multimodal resources foreword by ruth wodak

Colonial Ideology and the classical 'Bildungsroman'
1994
no detailed description available for towards a semiotics of ideology

Raymond Chandler, Romantic Ideology, and the
Cultural Politics of Chivalry 2006-03-15
it was only when jewish writers gave up on the lofty enlightenment ideals of progress and
improvement that the yiddish novel could decisively enter modernity animating their
fictions were a set of unheroic heroes who struck a precarious balance between sanguinity
and irony that author miriam udel captures through the phrase never better with this
rhetorical homage toward the double voiced utterances of sholem aleichem udel gestures
at these characters insouciant proclamation that things had never been better and their
rueful even despairing admission that things would probably never get better the
characters defined by this dual consciousness constitute a new kind of protagonist a
distinctively jewish scapegrace whom udel denominates the polit or refugee cousin to the
golden age spanish pícaro the polit is a socially marginal figure who narrates his own story
in discrete episodes as if stringing beads on a narrative necklace a deeply unsettled figure
the polit is allergic to sentimentality and even routine domesticity his sequential
misadventures point the way toward the heart of the picaresque which jewish authors
refashion as a vehicle for modernism not only in yiddish but also in german russian english
and hebrew udel draws out the contours of the new jewish picaresque by contrasting it
against the nineteenth century genre of progress epitomized by the bildungsroman while
this book is grounded in modern jewish literature its implications stretch toward genre
studies in connection with modernist fiction more generally udel lays out for a diverse
readership concepts in the history and theory of the novel while also explicating the
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relevant particularities of jewish literary culture in addressing the literary stylistics of a
minor modernism this study illuminates how the adoption of a picaresque sensibility
allowed minority authors to write simultaneously within and against the literary traditions
of europe

Ideology, Values, and Technology in Political Life
2020-10-12
a study that will appeal to any reader interested in the relationship between our language
and our laws ideology in the language of judges focuses on the way judges take guilty
pleas from criminal defendants and on the judges views of their own courtroom behavior
this book argues that variation in the discourse structure of the guilty pleas can best be
understood as enactments of the judges differing interpretations of due process law and
the proper role of the judge in the courtroom susan philips demonstrates how legal and
professional ideologies are expressed differently in interviews and socially occurring
speech and reveals how bounded written and spoken genres of legal discourse play a role
in containing and ordering ideological diversity in language use she also shows how the
ideological struggles in a given courtroom are central yet largely hidden or denied such
findings will contribute significantly to the study of how speakers create realities through
their use of language

Mediating Ideology in Text and Image 2016-04-18
ralph cohen was highly regarded as the visionary founding editor of new literary history
but his own theoretical essays appeared in such a scattering of publications that their
conceptual originality underlying coherence and range of application have not been
readily apparent this new selection of twenty essays many published here for the first time
offers a synthesis of cohen s vital work in these pages cohen introduces change and
continuity as essential modes of discourse in the study of literary behavior an approach
that can produce reliable narratives of literary artistic and cultural change here cohen
conceptualizes and develops a compelling innovative theory of genre that promotes a
systematic study of historical change offering rewarding insights for twenty first century
scholars

Towards a Semiotics of Ideology 1998-04-16
this book approaches the issue of ideology in specialized communication in professional
institutional and disciplinary settings across domains as diverse as law healthcare
corporate management migration ngos etc what unites the contributors is their
commitment to a discourse view of language use i e the view that organisational and
professional practices are rooted in social ideological orders although a variety of
perspectives on the exact nature of the relationship between ideology and discourse can
be discerned in individual chapters the acts of interpretation by participants and analysts
alike are invested in ideology explicitly or implicitly this manifest hidden duality
surrounding ideology in discourse constitutes the main focus challenging the traditional
presumption of objectivity impersonality and non involvement that has often characterized
research on language for specific purposes this book demonstrates how the specialized
communication setting is a critical site where ideology is intrinsically embodied in
discursive practices
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Never Better! 2017-11-10
from reviews of the third edition film genre reader iii lives up to the high expectations set
by its predecessors providing an accessible and relatively comprehensive look at genre
studies the anthology s consideration of the advantages and challenges of genre studies as
well as its inclusion of various film genres and methodological approaches presents a
pedagogically useful overview scope since 1986 film genre reader has been the standard
reference and classroom text for the study of genre in film with more than 25 000 copies
sold barry keith grant has again revised and updated the book to reflect the most recent
developments in genre study this fourth edition adds new essays on genre definition and
cycles action movies science fiction and heritage films along with a comprehensive and
updated bibliography the volume includes more than thirty essays by some of film s most
distinguished critics and scholars of popular cinema including charles ramírez berg john g
cawelti celestino deleyto david desser thomas elsaesser steve neale thomas schatz paul
schrader vivian sobchack janet staiger linda williams and robin wood

Ideology in the Language of Judges 2008
this book integrates new material using sources from the eighteenth and nineteenth
century periodical press research with contemporary readers the authors critical reading
of past and present magazines and a clear discussion of theoretical approaches from
literary criticism the development of the genre and its part in the historical process of
forging modern definitions of gender class and race are analysed through critical readings
and a discussion of readers negotiations with the contradictory pleasures of the magazine
and its constricting ideal of femininity

Genre Theory and Historical Change 2012-12-01

Discourse, Ideology and Specialized Communication
1991-08-05

Film Genre Reader IV

Women's Worlds
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